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A CMOS Latch-Up Model Including Non-Linear Effects
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Atsugi Electrical Communication Laboratory, NTT

1839, Ono, Atsugi-shi, Kanagawa, 243-OL, JAPAN

A two-dimensional numerical analysis including carrier recombinati-on determines
that the current gain of the parasitic lateral transistor and the substrate
parasitic resistors are significantly modulated in latch-up process. These non-
linear effects are due to field aided effect and excess minority carrier injection.
A simple two-transistor circuit model incorporating these non-linear effects can
accurately explain experimental data for transient latch-up behavior.

l. Introduction
One major constraint to scale-down of bulk CI"10S

is latch-up phenomenon. Latch-up can be triggered
by vari-ous noises such as displacement current at
power-up mode , external current entering I.lO

signal lines or power-bus lines, and internal
noise coming from adjacent circuits. These noises

are generally pulsive. Therefore, a study of
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Fig. l Device structure for latch-up analysis

2. Two-dimensional Numerical Analysis
To investigate detailed latch-up mechani_sm, a

2-D device simulator prograrn TMNAL4) *" utilized.
This prograrn self-consistently solves poisson's

equation and current continuity equations for
electrons and holes in a 2-D cross section of the
semiconductor devices. These equations include
S-R-H and Auger carrier recombination models, ava-

lanche model, Sharfetter-Gummel rnobility model,

and Slotboom band-gap narrowing model. Therefore,
simulation provided accurate solutions even for
latch-up under very high field and excess minority
carrier injection.

Device structure for latch-up analysis is shornrn

in Fig.1. Anode to cathode distance and N-well
depth measure 12pm and 5pm, respectively. Base
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This paper presents a simple but accurate

model of transient latch-up for external current
noise. It incorporates the non-linear effects of
current gain , transit time, and base-emitter
shunting resistance for parasitic bipolar tran-
sistors. The thyri-stor's non-linear behavior was

confirmed through a two-dimensional numerical DC

analysis includj-ng carrier recombination. Valldi-
ty of the model was verified through comparison of
calculations with experiments for transient latch-
up behavior.
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widths of the vertical and lateral transistors are

estimated to be 4.6prn and 6pm, respectively' A

large analysis area (82pm wide and 280pm deep) is

taken to treat the wide spread of excess minority

carriers injected into low doped substrate. Im-

purity profiles of the device structure are shown

in Fig.2. The latch-up process can be simulated

by applying Vg+ or Vg- to the substrate or well

contacts in Fig.l. Vg+ must be higher than V* or

Vg- lower than VOO to fire latch-up. Calculated

B vs. I^(collector current) characteristi-cs are
NA

shown in Fig.3. The solid line was calculated for

lateral transistor \ in the substrate triggered

(applying Vg+) latch-up operation. It was found

that B in the latch-up operation begins to
n

increase from just prior to latch-up onset as

compared with current gain in a single operation

without the vertical transistor (the dashed line).

This l^ras due to the lateral electric f ield

resulting from vertical translstor collector

current flow in the base ,.gio.r.5) This suggests

that the base transit time could also be affected

and reduced by the field aided effect.

The collector current dependencies of substrate

parasitic resistance RrS and well parasi-tic

resistanc" Ruw in the latch-up process are shovrn

in Fig.4. Signif icant conductivity modulation

j-s observed in *116'' even before latch-up for the

substrate triggering mode because excess electron

carriers are injected into the low doped substrate

base region and spread widely- On the other hand,

R,-. was almost unchanged for the well triggering
I\W

mode because the well-substrate junction supressed

mi-nority carrier spread. After latch-up, both R*

and q*, are highly modulated. luleasured collector
T\W

current dependencies of R* and R* (dashed lines

in Fig.4) are similar to calculated results'

Magnitude difference between experiments and

calculations \^ras explainable on a three-dimension-

ally spreading current which was not treated in

the calculation.

3. Transient Latch-up Model

. To investigate how the foregoing non-linear

effects change transient latch-up characteristics,

these effects in the conventional two-transistor

model were introduced and the calculations were
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Fig.3 Calculated B- vs. In (collector current)
characteristiEs for the lateral transistor
a- in the substrate triggered latch-up
oiieration (the solid line) and in the
single operation without the vertical
transistor (the dashed line)
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circuit rnodel for the substrate triggering is
shown in Fig.5. The Gummel-poon *od.17) is used

for bipolar transistors. The non-lj_near expression
functions are derived from the consideration of
two-dimensional analysis :

1) current gain B' and total forward transit time

T, for the lateral transisror:
.Fn

ll = F.n F- n -tr ',B1 r 1

n .,no r ) - Al. (tEp) - +_ 1^ (1)

fr' = ,l 'G"" , I = L/( A2. (rFp)o' * r)
ror rrr)0 e)

, where t* i" the vertj_cal transistor col-
lector current. Bro and \'o are current
gain and forward transit tirne of the lateral
transistor in the single operation and j_nclude

the high injection effect (as a parameter of
Knee current t* ).

2) conductivity modulation resistors:
R = Ro / ( l+ K.Io )
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Fig.6 Pulse width dependencies of latch-up

triggering current with lateral
transistor base width 6pm
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, where IU is the emitter current, K is the
modulation coefficient, and Ro i_s the unmodu-

lated bulk resi-stance. All resistor values
except ItUr, RUN, RpS', and R*O were regarded

as being modul.ated because they are located in
the base regi-ons

Pulse widttr dependencies of the latch-up trigger
current calculated using this model are shown in
Fig.6 (for a device with 6Fm base width lateral
transistor) and Fig.7 (for a device with 2pm base

width.) Calculations taking the whole non-linear
effect into consideration were i_n good agreement

with experiments. However, calculations excluding

Fig.5 Equivalent circuit model of transient
latch-up for the substrate triggering
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E modulation lilere much different from experr-
n
nts. In addition, calculation ignoring con-

ductivity modulation could not fully explain the

experiment even in the DC threshold trigger

current level.
The corresponding device structure and profile

are similar to the device in Fig. I and 2. Element

values of the equivalent circuit used for calcu-

lation are listed in Table I. These values are

determined as follows.
l) Brro, Bpo, T*o, TFpo, REp' \N' Rrs, and \"

( including Ro and K) are measured from the

parasitic transistors using the roe1l-known

measurement method.6)

2) RCp, \tt' RCu and \, are estimated from the

device structure and profile. They become

negligibly small at the latch-up onset due to

conduc tivity nrodulation

3) Cr*, CJp, CJC are estimated from the impurity

prof ile.
+) At, 81, A, and ,Z in eq. (1) and (2) were

determined from fitting of calculated and

measured waveforms for latch-up turn-on

current as shown in Fig.8 because they could

not be measured from the actual devices.

Table I

Brro t Broo =2'o

B : B =10Po poo

I"r, = t. SxtO-I5 e

RrU = 25O

*pSO = 300 f,)

RpSS = 840 O

RCp=\U = 300 O

a^ = 0.1pF

C.tC = 0.4pF

T*o' Troo t TF.roo= 5onsec

Ot = 305

AZ = 11.2

IKr, = 5.45 mA

I,, = l0 mA
Kp

r - 2x to-17 n
sp

REp = 30f,}

\qwo = 2oo .ft

RNI^W = 270{l- K=1000

RCW=\, = 100O

"JP = u.Ip.t'

T^ = 5.Onsec
,tpoo

B, = 0.44

B, = o'25

B_--, B_^^ : constant ideal current gain
noo - poo

T'- . ?-- : eonstant forward transit time
-.Enoo - - lpoo

tKrr, t*n : Knee current at high injecti-on mode

4. Conclusion

A two-transistor rnodel incorporating non-linear

effects such as the field aided effect and the

conductivity modulation effect can accurately

explain experimental data for transient latch-up

behavior. These non-linear effects were determined

by a troo-dimensional device simulator including

carrier recombination. Thi-s model required fitting

parameters only for the field aided effect on

current gain and transit time of the parasitic

Iateral transistor. 0ther parameters were deter-

mined through measurement of parasitic elements.

This simple circuit model should prove indispens-

able for designing latch-up immunity in scaled

cl"los LSIs, when the magnitude element constituting

the thyristor can be estimated incorporating their

three-dimensional structure effect .
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